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I use Android 7.0 and just upgraded to 8.0 a few days ago, and the Play Store keeps saying that the
app is not compatible.. It's not clear to me if the only option is to remove the app and download it
again? @falconV2 - I'm with you on that one. My settings said to never ask, but then the Play Store
would show an error that it couldn't be opened. I switched back to "Never" and it opens fine now. I
use Android 7.0 and just upgraded to 8.0 a few days ago, and the Play Store keeps saying that the
app is not compatible.. It's not clear to me if the only option is to remove the app and download it
again? @falconV2 - I'm with you on that one. My settings said to never ask, but then the Play Store
would show an error that it couldn't be opened. I switched back to "Never" and it opens fine now.

Click to expand... I was using 7.0 for a little while and didn't have a problem. I had updated and now
want to go back. I can't seem to do a "force stop" and clear apps. The only way I can see to go back
is by doing a factory reset - which I don't want to do because I've spent a lot of time getting things

set up (did that yesterday). I can see how that might work for those who don't want to lose their data
though. Yea I know. The thing is, I downloaded all these music files before switching to MTP so I don't
know if they'll transfer over or not. I'm not about to lose everything. I was using 7.0 for a little while
and didn't have a problem. I had updated and now want to go back. I can't seem to do a "force stop"
and clear apps. The only way I can see to go back is by doing a factory reset - which I don't want to

do because I've spent a lot of time getting things set up (did that yesterday). I can see how that
might work for those who don't want to lose their data though. Click to expand... Have you tried the
following: 1.) Open App Manager 2.) Open the Play Store 3.) In the Play Store, select Play Store 4.)
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